Reflections on Internoise 2022
A gathering of the acoustic clans in Glasgow
September 6th, 2022 - Copenhagen, Denmark

DMdB’s founder and director, Douglas Manvell, has just returned from Internoise 2022 where almost 1000
attendees from over 40 countries gathered in Glasgow and another 200 participated online. And with over
750 papers to choose from, the conference’s 3 days were full of opportunity to learn, discuss and network
with the leading practitioners and researchers in noise control. As always, it was impossible to see
everything of interest live but, as all presentations have been recorded and will be available to attendees, it
is possible to see the other ones. After a couple of years as a virtual conference, it was great to be back face
to face to further strengthen and develop one’s network as well as one’s knowledge.
Douglas summarizes “The session I organized with Judicaël Picaut of the Universite Gustave Eiffel on Smart
Cities and Noise Monitoring was very successful and well-attended, covering a wide variety of topics such as
MEMs based monitors; smart phone data collection; source classification using AI; noise radars for
detecting excessively noisy vehicles and for nightlife noise; biophonic monitoring as well as more traditional
noise monitoring. This was part of the Environmental Noise topic led by David Waddington of Salford
University and myself, held in 2 parallel sessions. My paper on The Status of International Guidance and
Standards for Environmental Noise Assessment gave an overview and some insight into ongoing projects,
and a taster of future work. Once again, very enjoyable few days of total immersion in noise control around
the world – thanks to all involved.”
Internoise is a series of conferences traditionally hosted cyclically in different geographical regions. Next
year, Internoise 2023 will be held in Chiba, Japan on 20-23 August. And then it will be in Nantes, France in
2024, and I hope to see you in one or both places.
For more information about Internoise 2022, see here. For more information about environmental noise
standards, or the services DMdB can provide, contact DMdB:
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